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Moving On 
Nagar 
the many. 
movement of the sun. 
yard and men cut hair. 
without H"'~'''"UVJ'', 
The river streams through the meadow. 
It flows to the music of the wind 
Pebbles at the bottom and rest on 
the bank. 
Yet, it continues to flow without hesitation, 
Without stopping. 
sun floats through the mighty heavens. 
It glows effortlessly, showering its radiant bearns. 
Planets spin around and, once in a while, block 
Yet it continues to glow without hesitation, 
Without stolDDlnlZ. 
life given to a hurnanjurnps withjoy and 
sorrow. 
It grows like but when killed stops 
growmg. 
It flows the river but when blocked stops 
flowing. 
It glows like the river darkened stops 
to be learned, a lesson of moving on. 
